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I hired a developer to code my method into a web app located at diyimaging.ca There
are three ﬁlters there...Anyone can upload their own picture to a ﬁlter, wait, and it spits
out a results picture...We coded it in Javascript, so we can offer it for free...One of the

projectx2501-PHD-DBA is
online now

ﬁlters, the Lp Filter, shows cancer as a purple colour, If present...I have 6,000 members

Continue

in my diy cancer repair manual Facebook group who are trying to use the site...Several
are getting error messages, because Javascript depends on their server, there
device...Is there anything I can tell them on their end, to help the site to work for them?
Is there something that needs to be done on the coding end to ﬁx the glitchy nature of
the site? Should we recode the site in a better language? Is there a better language
than Javascript now? We originally coded it in Python, but costs would have been
1

more...Should we go back to Python?

Welcome! What's going on with your computer?

Technician's Assistant: I'll need to know a bit more before we can address your

question. Have you begun working on a solution? What JavaScript code do you have
so far?
The site is up and running at http://www.diyimaging.ca or https://www.diyimaging.com it
can be used now...It does work, just not always...Depends on the browser, how fresh
the computer is, internet connection...
Technician's Assistant: What are the full requirements for this task? How soon do
you need it completed?
What do you mean task? I am asking for advice...
Technician's Assistant: The Programmer will be able to walk you through that.
Anything else you want the programmer to know before I connect you?
Sorry, are you a native English speaker? I feel you are not speaking my language...
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Hello my name is ***** ***** I'm here now to help you. By the way may I
know whom I am speaking with?
Hi I am a programming and also a developer. I am happy to give you an
advice, are you available now so we cant talk about it?
Ask Your Own Computer Question

I’m Sari, sounds like Mary...Last name Grove...Yes, I can talk now, or do
you mean text?

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
No just here Sary. Hold on I'm going to read your conversation above.
Okay sary, there are really lots of advices I can give you.
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Ok

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
First as you have said you are asking to change an approach or coding
language for example from JS to Python, that is not really necessary at
this point as you mention you got about 6000 members and you got
server errors. In this situation I can suggest you may upgrade the
subscription you have on your server, faster response more storage and
capacity of users at the same time this could really help you prevent the
JS errors.
On the other hand, also you can have multiple servers that can handle
these things. Like for example you can tell your member if they will
encounter such errors they will move or access the other server with
also same functionalities. But I guess this not really comfortable for them
but this will also help.
Ask Your Own Computer Question

The developer said the site would expand to handle all volume...
Since Javascript uses the customers server not ours...

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
And also on the JS code itself, you could optimize it very well, you can
hire a very good JS developer that can optimize the algorithm used on
the code this will really help the speed, quality and reliability of the code
but also will cost you money since you will hire a developer and this will
took some time for about weeks or months it depends on the code..
Ask Your Own Computer Question

We took two years to write this, and ﬁfteen thousand dollars...

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
Hmm, that is a very long time Sary but that is really the reality you need
to invest more to cater more people. In your situation you need to
upgrade, Physical(server) and the algorithm (IF CAN).
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Since Javascript does not use our own servers, I don’t see how
upgrading our subscription would help....

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
That is also right Sary, JS also depends on the user's computer. May I
know who is your hosting provider?
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Amazon web services
It’s Sari...

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
And the domain? Also bought from amazon? Okay Sari, pardon me for
that
Ask Your Own Computer Question

I am sure the algorithm is as optimal as can be...The variable is the
clients servers...

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
Hmm, so how about changing platforms?
Ask Your Own Computer Question

The https://www.diyimaging.com domain is from AWS also...I bought
http://www.diyimaging.ca myself and forwarded it because I was tired of
typing https every time...

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
This will help but really not recommended thought it will cost again more
money. For example desktop application instead of web applications.
Ask Your Own Computer Question

The problem is that javascript uses the clients device...not ours...if they
use a crummy computer, the web app won’t work for them...How can I
help them get around that?

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
Hmm forget about that advice. That is a really big step to make..
Yes I know how JS works..
Ask Your Own Computer Question

A web application Is a desktop application...

Tech Support Specialist: Kent
No I mean like .net application or windows applications. For example
C#, c# ***** ***** faster than javascript I guess
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Let’s start again...Is it common knowledge that Javascript is glitchy?

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
Thank you for your question, my name is ***** ***** I will be happy to
look into this for you. Do I have your permission to perform some
intrusive testing on your website? Nothing intrusive per se, but just trying
to replicate the problem to see where the hiccup is. This would involve of
course me trying to break the problem the code. If not that's okay but I
may not be able to fully answer your question. Please advise
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Sure...Each ﬁlter on the site, you upload a picture to it, wait a minute
and a half about, then it gives you a ﬁltered result picture...The Lp Filter
sees cancer as a purple colour...Ff ﬁlter sees calcium yellow, blue lead,
pink aluminum...The P ﬁlter sees Hydrogen as red...Just now someone
in my group said she turns her device off for a while, then restarts it,
then the results appear...The site works, just not consistently for
everybody...

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
Well, I see some errors that cause the script to abort and drop a
connection. Let me conﬁrm this and also let me see what is causing it
exactly. It could be that users ﬁrewalls or anti-malware is ﬁltering a
fuction. You should always keep that in mind when dealing with Java
script. Give me a second...
Ask Your Own Computer Question

I have 6 thousand people trying to use the site...To check for
cancer...Thank you...

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
It will take a few minutes to look at all the data I got but... hopefully is not
an anti-virus problem as those can take a while to trouble shoot and
normally you would have to recode a bit. On the plus side, It looks like
there is also an HTML issue... Are you aware of any HTML issues??
The combination of problems might be causing the problem and
addressing just one of them might make the site usable although not
perfect or in every computer. Show the attached to your web developer
or someone that can access amazon hosting and make changes. The
JS makes the code but the URL is forbidden in the hosting platform.
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Ask Your Own Computer Question

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
What is an LP_Image?? Is that the result after it is processed? That is
being forbidden by the server. Again, it may take me an hour to look at
all the data. I have not even started with the packet captures and maps.
Bare with me....
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Ask Your Own Computer Question

Ok, I sent both images to Da*****, *****riksen, of CYINT technology...
Lp is short for lunapic the original free online photo editor where I
developed the method to see cancer from an image..,Yes, it is just the
name of the edited result picture...People upload a picture of an area
where they think a lump is, or a problem, then the Lp Filter does a
ﬁfteen step edit automatically, and gives a result picture...If you see
purple there is cancer present...It is called Nidi, the method I invented,
for non invasive diagnostic imaging...

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
Ok, it looks like the problem might be simple. The LP_Image link is a
URL that is coded as an HTML. This will cause problems as my browser
chickened out of loading the image since it saw an image but
code/HTML instructions were received instead. This cause problems
until eventually it loaded.
Error was:
"EventSource's response has a MIME type ("text/html") that is not
"text/event-stream". Aborting the connection."
Show him this one...
Please let me know how it worked out or if you need any further
assistance. I will stay on and watch out for your message to make sure
everything worked out or to assist you further. If this fully answers your
question, please be kind enough to provide a rating for my services and
mark the question as answered. Please note 1) You are providing a
rating of my services and my sevices only and not the ﬁnal outcome of
your problem or how anything outside the scope of my service 2) Your
rating will affect me personally and me alone. If you need any additional
help, please do not provide a rating yet but rather let me know how else
I can assist and I will be happy to assist you until your question is
answered to your satisfaction. Thank you again Art
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Ask Your Own Computer Question

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
I will continue to work on this however since you are in a rush, I sent this
out. If you only ﬁx that one problem, most of the issues you see will likely
go away. I will look into this a little further...
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Hi...I am not in a rush exactly...Just was panicking...I sent everything to
the developer just now...Thank you...I really appreciate what you have
done so far...My work is free at grovecanada.ca If you need anything...

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
Well thank you. Ill keep that in mind. Once they ﬁx that, you will be in
alot better shape but it may not be the only issue however most sites
have issues and they are workable. Some issues are just part of java
script, thats life. But you have to ﬁnd and address others or they will be a
detriment to your functionality. I should be done soon.
Ask Your Own Computer Question

I learned the term “ fail gracefully” when it comes to Javascript, this
evening...Learning to accept it will not be perfect...
Which is tough for a perfectionist Virgo A type like me...But maybe I
should incorporate that into my life...

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
Well, errors in Java are expected. You just have to make sure they dont
stop your intended purpose.
It looks like the other part of the puzzle is with your
webpak/cloudfront.net ... I am not sure how things are set up but it looks
like cloudfront.net (amazon service that redirects HTML and JS trafﬁc)
and is either doing load balancing for your webpak scripts or hosting but
the times there is a problem loading, the packets with errors are going
thru cloudfront.net mostly. The packets show that java script is disabled
if I saw the error but said error only happens when cloudfare is involved.
The other times when I do get the image to render, no cloudfare
packets. It is likely a misconﬁguration by whomever is using cloudfront
as their load balancing or hosting partnet. Your JS programmers or the
webpack people would know who is sending trafﬁc there and why. I
would stress that part that when the image loads, no cloudfront, when it
does not, cloudfront shows errors that I should be seeing instead of
them passing them to me. (see attached image).
When you get rid of these problems, your site will be able to function
although these errors are preventing the page to load and thus I can not
say that there are not any problems with the parts that did not get tested.
Eitherway, the ﬁrst and hopefully the only steps you have to take is to ﬁx
the items I mentioned. Nothing else can be done until then and you
would likely not see any results from other remediation steps you take.
The good news is that they should be simple and not too costly to ﬁx (if
there is any cost at all). I hope this helps but please let me know if you
need anything else.
Well its 2 am in California and will likely call it a nighty for tonight.
Please let me know how it worked out or if you need any further
assistance. I will stay on and watch out for your message to make sure
everything worked out or to assist you further. If this fully answers your
question, please be kind enough to provide a rating for my services and
mark the question as answered. Please note 1) You are providing a
rating of my services and my sevices only and not the ﬁnal outcome of
your problem or how anything outside the scope of my service 2) Your
rating will affect me personally and me alone. If you need any additional
help, please do not provide a rating yet but rather let me know how else
I can assist and I will be happy to assist you until your question is
answered to your satisfaction. Thank you again Art
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Ask Your Own Computer Question

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
Hello, I wanted to follow up with you and make sure what I had sent you
last night made sense. It was 2-3am when I was writing it and if you
need any clariﬁcation I will be happy to provide it. Thank you. :)
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Thank you...I sent all your material to the developer, and published a
blog post as well, just so I have the information in an easy access placeif someone else needs to see it all...I was hoping to wait for a response
from the developer...Is it ok, if we wait? I don’t know what his schedule
is like right now, so I cannot predict how long...I just thought it was
appropriate to get a response before closing this conversation
completely...

Hi...I wanted to see if you would actually do the corrections for me...I
just paid $73 dollars, but the system is starting a new thread...I want to
stay here, for logic ﬂow...The programmer assistant seems to have
screwed this up now...The site is at https://aws.amazon.com/console
password ********@******.***
If you could try to correct the small code error...Then check maybe if
there is an issue with CloudFront.net
Of course, save all original code ﬁrst in case correcting screws other
things up...

The system charged me $73 to resume this chat...So, how about you
use that to try to ﬁx the tiny error you saw? And if possible see if the
CloudFront.net issue could be resolved, if possible...when you can, no
rush...I need some sleep too...

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
I am just an expert and do not handle billing in any way and have no
way to access your account but I can get you in touch with customer
support who can look into the charges you describe. Normally, to insure
your satisfaction, if you do not provide a rating and accept the answer
then the site does not collect any monies from you and does not
compensate the expert for his/her time. Being that you have not
accepted this answer I do not know why you would have been billed and
then billed $73 dollars to continue this question since it's the same
question so there would have not been even another deposit. Again, I
don't have access to you account however I can get you in touch with
customer service who can look into that for you. You can also reach out
to them using one of the links at the top and bottom of the page under
contact us or about us and customer service. Sorry to ear there was
such a mixup in the billing.About the issue with the website, let me
check something out. Let me see if it is still an issue or if they did
anything with the notes I sent you.
Ask Your Own Computer Question

Ok, thank you, ***** ***** refund...
I don’t think the developer even looked at my messages yet...
I got a refund for the 73 thanks...

I think you are cotrect. I don't see that anything has changed. I'll be
honest with you and tell you that I would not be the best person to ﬁx
that. I can do the logical aspects of trouble shooting but without knowing
all of the details, functions, structures, frameworks, and how everything
ties together, I may end up breaking more things than ﬁxing them and it
is out of the scope of what we do here. You really are better off waiting in
them in order to insure your success. But the info I provided you will
enable the programers to resolve this quick. Sorry I don't have a better
....
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thank you for your honesty and hard work...I really appreciate your help
and wisdom...
Brilliant, hard working, stayed up all night to troubleshoot the problem,
provided clear and superb advice, kind, honest, really an incredible
person...One of a kind...

Tech Support Specialist: projectx2501-PHD-DBA
You are most welcome and please let me know if your programmer has
any questions and I'll be happy to assist :)
Ask Your Own Computer Question
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